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This Level 2 course is designed to provide drug testing technicians the advanced skills 

required to identify and prevent negative factors from impacting POCT results and to fully 

understand why a POCTS produced an unexpected drug test result. 

In this course for Advanced Users, you will learn:

• Industry terminology - Advanced (Includes Beginner Terms as well)

• How POCT STRIPS work

• Target drugs vs metabolites

• Cut-off levels and how they impact testing

• What factors can impact a POCT result

• How POCT results compare to laboratory testing results

• Practical POCT Intreprectaion Test - 25 images

• Knowledge Test - 25 questions

Training Overview



RT2 CERTIFICATION IS AWARDED (Requires score of 100% on all 50 RT-2 questions) - Labb 

Reader Pro feature “Direct Read” is unlocked after completing this Level 2 certification 

(RT-2).

At the end of this Level 2 certification, you can print and frame your own certificate 

shown below or purchase a framed professionally printed set, which includes two Rapid 

Login badges for only $19 +S&H. The QR code on RT2 badge sets can also be used as a 

Rapid login badge by Labb Reader users (account required). The RT Certification is only 

available for graduates of the RT2 - Level 2 Certification. 

Includes: Framed certificate, set of two Rapid Login Badges (1 wallet badge and 1 lanyard 

badge)



Q. Are the Wallet Badge and Lanyard Badge different?

A. No, the badges that are shown above are double-sided. Each has  both the QR code side and the 

Name/Certification Level side. 

Q. Do I get a discount because I already have a badge?

A. No, but you will be able to use both sets of badges.

Q. Will this Certification unlock any additional features on the Pro 

Reader?

A. Yes, the RT-2 is required to unlock the Direct Read feature of the Pro Reader app. Direct Read allows 

users to directly read any rapid drug test kit (POCT) with the Pro Reader system. 

Q. What are the other Certifications available?

A. There is an RT3 certification for users that do not use a Labb Reader Pro and wish to conduct a 

legally defensible rapid drug testing program using POCTs as the initial screen. Once this certification is 

completed, users are officially PRO Certified and can use the RT designation on their business cards and 

certificates. There are also certifications for the Labb Reader Pro (LR) and an AD (Advanced Labb Reader 

systems administrator) certification as well. 

Questions? 877-868-9967 or info@labb.com

Frequently Asked Questions



Prefix
Important Items



In this course, we give you the information to answer almost any question a customer 

might have about drug testing. The only we do not go into in this certification are the 

specific drugs and their individual properties. This course is more advanced than the 

RT-1 and very few people pass the first time. However, if you complete this Certification, 

you will know more about POCTS than an overwhelming majority of people in the drug 

testing industry.

To pass this course, you must have an understanding of all the material covered in RT1, 

be answer to discuss the topics below, and pass an advanced POCT interpretation exam.



10 things you will need to know:

1. The 5 results a POCT strip can deliver

2. How do POCT Strips work?

3. What is a Cut-Off level?

4. What are drug imposters?

5. How to validate results

6. Assays and Target drugs

7. What is a calibrator?

8. Parent drug vs Metabolite

9. Physical & chemical factors that impact results

10. What is Flux?

11. How POCTS differ from Lab Testing



Section 1
Terminology



The Level 2 Terminology is listed. This certification also includes the original Terminology 

from Level 1 (in green), allowing you to review past terms. With each new Certification, 

you will be tested on all content provided in earlier RT Certification eWorkbooks.

Advanced Terminology

POCT - is the abbreviation commonly used for “point-of-care-test”. This term is not 

exclusive to drug testing and is used with other diagnostic tests such as strep A, mono, 

COVID-19, and pregnancy to name just a few.  In this eWorkbook, POCT will always refer 

to the rapid drug testing device. 

POCT HOUSING - is the plastic components or shell that holds the POCT Strips. This 

housing structure is sometimes referred to as the format or type of POCT such as DIP 

CARD, CUP, or SWAB POCT. The housing is designed to help collect the DONOR’s 

SPECIMEN and transfer the SPECIMEN to the POCT STRIPS with minimal action on the part 

of the collector. The POCT HOUSING is the plastic components or shell of a POCT that 

does not include the rapid drug test strips.

POCT STRIPS - are the active elements or strips that absorb a DONOR’s SPECIMEN and 

display a result using a series of TEST and CONTROL LINES.



RESULT WINDOW - is the area on a POCT  where the drug test results (TEST and 

CONTROL LINES) will appear.

RESULT WINDOW LABEL - a paper label that covers the TEST and CONTROL LINES of a 

POCT preventing unauthorized viewing by any DONOR or unauthorized individual.



INTERPRETATION KEY - the area on a POCT where the location and position of TEST and 

CONTROL LINES are displayed.

TEST LINE - is a visual indicator (line) that allows the operator to interpret a drug result. 

The TEST LINE is one of the two lines that make up a complete drug test result. For most 

POCTs, the TEST LINE appears when the DONOR SPECIMEN is NEGATIVE for the drug 

represented by the TEST LINE. (See “How to Read a POCT” later in this course)

CONTROL LINE - is a visual indicator (line) that is displayed when the POCT STRIP has run 

properly. The CONTROL LINE is one of two lines is make up a complete drug test result. 

A CONTROL LINE must appear before a TEST LINE can be interpreted. (See “How to Read 

a POCT” later in this course)



NEGATIVE RESULT - the correct POCT result displayed when a DONOR’s SPECIMEN is 

drug-free or the amount of drug is below the testing threshold.

NON-NEGATIVE RESULT - the correct POCT result displayed when a DONOR’s SPECIMEN 

contains enough drug to exceed the testing threshold. 

POSITIVE RESULT - the correct Laboratory result reported when a DONOR’s SPECIMEN 

has been tested twice using two different methods whereby both methods detected 

the same drugs above the testing thresholds. 



Cut-Off Level - the minimum amount of drug particles in a sample necessary to change 

a result from negative to non-negative, positive or presumptive positive. In most cases, 

drug testing cut-off levels are measured in nanograms per milliliter (ng/mL).

ASSAY - is the name used to designate the combination of a TEST LINE and a CONTROL 

LINE that generate a complete POCT result for a specific drug. Sometimes ASSAY may be 

interchangeable with PANELS. (i.e. This test has 8 assays or This test has 8 panels)

FALSE POSITIVE RESULT - a result that incorrectly identifies a donor’s sample as Positive 

when in fact the sample is negative. 

FALSE NEGATIVE RESULT - a result that incorrectly identifies a donor’s sample as Negative 

when in fact the drug concentration in the sample exceeds the assay’s cut-off threshold.

RESULT ACCURACY -  the ability to interpret the POCT line development correctly.

RESULT RELIABILITY - the ability to prove the POCT interpretation was recorded correctly.

DONOR - the individual that is providing a BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN for drug testing.



SPECIMEN or BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN - is urine, oral fluid, sweat, or hair collected from a 

DONOR for the purpose of testing.

SUSPECT SPECIMEN - a DONOR’s SPECIMEN that appears to cause the drug test kit 

(POCT) to perform abnormally or a sample that may have physical characteristics 

inconsistent from most other DONOR SPECIMEN.

INTERPRETATION - is the process of analyzing a POCT or lab instrument to determine if a 

DONOR’s SPECIMEN is POSITIVE, NON-NEGATIVE, or NEGATIVE for drugs.

DIRECT READ - is the result interpretation process of a test kit that is performed by an 

individual directly without digital assistance.

LABB READ - is the result interpretation process of an eTest kit that is performed after the 

POCT has been scanned using a Pro Reader.

DETECTION WINDOW - The length of time after drug use by a DONOR where the drug is 

detectable in a DONOR’s SPECIMEN.



TEST KIT (POCT) VALIDATION - The process of testing a rapid drug test kit with known 

control samples to confirm that the results generated by the POCT are consistent with 

expectations. For best practices, use controls with known values at the cut-off level and 

at 25% above and 25% below the same cut-off for each assay.

DRUG IMPOSTER - a term used to explain an element, compound, or medication that 

has a similar impact on a POCT strip as does the Target Drug. Drug Impostors can cause 

assay test lines to become lighter than normal. In high enough concentrations or when 

combined with small traces of Target Drug, Drug Imposters can cause false-positive 

results.

RESULT VALIDATION - The process of conducting a secondary interpretation of a POCT 

after allowing the test strips to develop for three additional minutes. Result Validation is 

recommended on samples that produce a non-negative result on the initial screen. 

PARENT DRUG (PARENT COMPOUND) - is the name assigned to a drug that is used by an 

individual that is not changed or metabolized by the human body.

TARGET DRUG  (or Calibrator) - is the main or primary compound targeted by the assay 

for detection. In both POCT and lab testing, a positive or negative is generally based 



on the presence or absence of a specific drug or drug metabolite with reference to a 

certain level. Both are generally referred to as Target Drugs or Calibrators.

DRUG METABOLITE - is the name assigned to a drug that is metabolized (the byproducts 

produced when a drug passes through the human body and is excreted through the 

user’s sweat, urine, or oral fluid.

FLUX - the cut-off level range with a POCT where a donor’s sample may produce 

negative and non-negative results. This occurs when drug concentrations are close to 

the testing cut-off levels. This range can be as narrow as 10% and as wide as 50% +/- the 

stated cut-off level.

ADULTERANT - any substance used in an attempt to alter, mask, invalidate or dilute a 

DONOR’s SPECIMEN in an effort to generate an erroneous result. 

ADULTERATION TEST - is a screening process used to determine if a DONOR’s SPECIMEN 

is consistent with normal biological properties. The specimen validity tests or SVT used 

by certain UA Series eTest cups may include:

pH - is a test that checks the acidity or alkalinity of a donor urine sample. Unadulterated 



urine samples should have a pH level between 4.5 - 9.0. It is important to test a urine 

sample immediately after collection as the pH will change over time, especially if left at 

room temperature. The pH test is designed to detect old urine samples.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (SG) SCREEN - is designed to verify that a urine sample has not been 

diluted by adding water or by over-hydration. The normal range for specific gravity is 

between 1.003 - 1.030. The SG test is designed to detect donors that over-hydrate in an 

attempt to alter the result.

CREATININE (Cr) - is a test that verifies that a urine sample has a creatinine level greater 

than 19 mg/dL. If a urine sample contains a low level of creatinine, the sample is most 

likely substituted or dilute. The Cr test is designed to detect non-urine donor samples.

POTENTIAL OF HYDROGEN (pH) - A urine pH level screen is a test that analyzes the 

acidity or alkalinity of a urine sample. There are a variety of factors that may impact the 

pH level of a donor sample.

NOTE: There are additional SVT assays available on the market. After internal testing on 

a variety of factors including usability and quality, we have found that pH, SG, and Cr 

SVT assays are the easiest to interpret and represent the most effective three assays for 

adulteration detection. Always refer to your testing policy or the testing policy of your 

client.



WINDOW OF ACCURACY - the period of time in the line development of a POCT where 

the most accurate results are generated. For most drug POCTs this accuracy period exists 

between 5-minutes to 55-minutes.

SECURITY SEAL - is a tamper-evident label that is affixed to a SPECIMEN collection 

container or POCT that helps identify or prevent tampering.

CHAIN OF CUSTODY - the process of documenting a DONOR’s SPECIMEN whereby 

access and possession are controlled through a series of signatures, security seals, and 

possession documents.



Section 2
POCT Strips



Inside a POCT

If you have ever taken a POCT apart, you found that the heart is a series of lateral flow 

strips that look something like the image below:

The POCT STRIPS are the active component of any rapid drug test that looks a bit 

like strips of white paper. In fact, these STRIPS are a complex series of materials and 

chemicals designed to measure the concentration of DONOR SAMPLE by mixing a 

known amount of chemical (Gold Conjugate) with known amounts of DONOR SPECIMEN. 

When used properly by an expert, POCTs can be extremley accurate. 

What are POCT Strips?



The POCT Strip Principles

The diagram below is a cross-section of a POCT strip. The official name for this type of 

test is:

Lateral flow colloidal gold-based competitive immunoassay

Lateral flow - flows in one direction. It is sometimes called unilateral flow.

Colloidal Gold - the red chemical used as a visual indicator agent to create TEST and 

CONTROL LINES.

Competitive - different particles compete for placement on the TEST LINE.

Immunoassay - a procedure for detecting or measuring specific particles (proteins) or 

other substances through their attraction properties as antigens or antibodies. Sometimes 

referred to as enzyme immunoassay.

(More specifically:  Unilateral flow, mono or poly colonial, colloidal gold-based 

competitive enzyme immunoassay)

Although we are leaving some information out, we do not believe that going into more 

detail about the POCT technology will help you become a more effective technician. We 

have selected the portion of the technology that relates to results and factors that impact 

POCT performance. 



The Parts of a POCT Strip

What is important to know is that a POCT STRIP is where chemicals “compete” to bond 

to a TEST LINE. This is based on the principle that “like” molecules attract. The particles 

with the strongest bond will bond to the TEST LINE. The particles with weaker bonds 

will get pushed off and will flow away from the TEST LINE area. This is a key point in 

understanding how the technology works and what impacts results.

SPECIMEN PAD - is an absorbent material designed to quickly collect and transfer the 

SPECIMEN to the GOLD CONJUGATE WELL.

GOLD CONJUGATE WELL - is a carefully engineered compound designed to mix with 

SPECIMEN and facilitate the competition between the Gold particles and the Drug (or 

drug metabolite) particles.

TEST LINE AREA - an area on a POCT STRIP where a chemical compound is impregnated 

into the cellulose membrane that is designed to attract the TARGET DRUG particles with a 

STRONG BOND and Gold particles with a WEAK BOND.

CONTROL LINE AREA - an area on a POCT STRIP where a chemical compound is 

impregnated into the cellulose membrane that is designed to attract only Gold particles 



with a STRONG BOND and is not a competitive reaction.

CELLULOSE MEMBRANE - a special material used to carefully allow a known volume of 

SPECIMEN to travel through the TEST LINE area over a 5-minute period.

ABSORBENT PAD - is a material designed to help pull SPECIMEN from the SPECIMEN PAD 

through the CELLULOSE MEMBRANE to assist in measuring a known volume of SPECIMEN.



Section 3
How POCT Results are Formed



The Five Results A POCT can Display

You might think that there are only 2 or 3 results a POCT strip can display, but there are in 

fact 5 potential results which are:

1. NEGATIVE - is a NEGATIVE result displayed by a POCT when the tested SPECIMEN does 

not contain drugs or the amount of drug in the SPECIMEN is below the CUT-OFF of the 

specific ASSAY.

2. NON-NEGATIVE - is a NON-NEGATIVE result displayed by a POCT when the tested 

SPECIMEN contains drugs and the amount of drug in the SPECIMEN is above the CUT-OFF 

of the specific ASSAY.

3. INVALID - is the correct result displayed by a POCT when the SPECIMEN tested results 

in a missing CONTROL LINE for one or more ASSAYS.

4. FALSE-POSITIVE - is a NON-NEGATIVE result displayed by a POCT when the SPECIMEN 

tested does not contain drugs in a concentration that is above the CUT-OFF of the 

specific ASSAY.

5. FALSE-NEGATIVE - is a NEGATIVE result displayed by a POCT when a SPECIMEN 

contains drugs in a concentration level that is greater than the CUT-OFF LEVEL of the 

specific ASSAY.

POCT RESULTS



THE POCT REACTION TO A SPECIMEN

For a NEGATIVE reaction:

Regardless of FORMAT or SPECIMEN TYPE, POCT STRIPS all basically work the same 

way. Here is a step-by-step example of what happens when a NEGATIVE SPECIMEN is 

absorbed into a POCT STRIP.

1) The SPECIMEN is absorbed by the...

...specimen pad. The 5-minute time requirement begins when the SPECIMEN PAD 

contacts the SPECIMEN.

2) The absorbed SPECIMEN mixes with...

... the chemicals in the well or GOLD CONJUGATE.

3) The “Mixture” of SPECIMEN and GOLD CONJUGATE travels...

... through the POCT membrane. As the mixture passes through the TEST LINE area, 



the Gold Particles bond to the TEST LINE like a magnet. The bond between the Gold 

particles and the TEST LINE is weak.

4) The “Mixture” travels through the CONTROL LINE area...

...of the POCT membrane. The CONTROL LINE area also contains a chemical that has a 

very strong attraction to the Gold Particles in the Conjugate. As the Mixture passes the 

CONTROL LINE area, the Gold Particles bond to the CONTROL LINE like a strong magnet.

5) The “Mixture” flows past the RESULT WINDOW and...

...the POCT STRIP becomes readable at 5-minutes as the lines are fully developed and the 

chemical reaction is most likely complete.



THE POCT REACTION TO A SPECIMEN

For a NON-NEGATIVE reaction:

The example below shows what happens when a SPECIMEN contains drugs and is 

Non-Negative.  Steps 1 and 2 of NON-NEGATIVE SPECIMENs are identical to a NEGATIVE 

SPECIMEN, however, something happens that is different in Step 3 so let us start there.

3) The DRUG PARTICLES in the DONOR SPECIMEN have a “Stronger” bond

...with the TEST LINE AREA than the Gold Particles in the Conjugate Mixture. As the Mixture 

passes over the TEST LINE area, the DRUG PARTICLES and the GOLD PARTICLES compete 

for a position on the TEST LINE. If there are enough DRUG PARTICLES to fill the TEST LINE, 

the GOLD PARTICLES will not bond to the TEST LINE.



IMPORTANT: Notice that the TEST LINE is pink. When the GOLD PARTICLES and DRUG 

PARTICLES are actively competing for a position on the TEST LINE, a TEST LINE can appear 

for a short period of time giving the impression that the result is NEGATIVE. If read early, 

this outcome would be an erroneous result of FALSE NEGATIVE.

4) The DRUG PARTICLES will completely occupy all positions on the TEST LINE...

... area and the GOLD PARTICLES will continue to flow through the strip towards the 

Absorption Pad.

5) The “Mixture” flows past the RESULT WINDOW and...

...the POCT STRIP becomes readable and the lines are fully developed. 

This result is NON-NEGATIVE.



Section 3
Assays - Drug Panels



You may have seen a Package Insert or Online list of drugs available for a POCT that looks 

something like the image below. On the package insert, there are a series of charts that 

you may or may not have paid close attention to these. But they are very important and 

explains how your test kit works.

What Are Drug Panels?



Below is an ASSAY listing for a 6-panel urine POCT. It doesn’t matter which product. You 

will see something like this on your products Package Insert.

These four columns represent the four (4) pieces of information that are important when 

understanding what ASSAYS are included in your POCT. 

The four pieces of information are the Assay (or Drug), the CODE (Drug abbreviation as 

referenced on the POCT and in the package insert of the POCT), the CALIBRATOR (or 

Target Drug), and the CUT-OFF LEVEL (The concentration of TARGET DRUG needed to 

trigger a POSITIVE result).

ASSAY - is the name or class of drugs commonly used in the drug testing industry to 

determine the scope of detection of any lab or POCT screen.

CODE - is the abbreviation used on the POCT and in literature to prevent from having 

to spell out the entire drug or class name on small POCT devices. Unfortunately, these 

CODES are NOT standardized and have caused a lot of conflict in the industry by 

UNTRAINED technicians and ever auditors. 

CALIBRATOR - is the primary target drug or metabolite that an ASSAY is designed to 

detect. 



CUT-OFF -  is the minimum concentration of CALIBRATOR required to completely disrupt 

the TEST LINE and generate a POSITIVE result.

THE ASSAY NAME IS NOT ALWAYS A DRUG

It is very important to know the difference between a class of drugs and a single drug 

name.  There is a lot of confusion in the industry regarding these names and what they 

represent.

The OPIATES ASSAY for example. To be clear, OPIATES IS NOT A DRUG. OPIUM is a drug 

and MORPHINE is a drug, but OPIATES is not a drug. 

OPIATES is a class of drugs. 

OPIATES (OPI) = MORPHINE
MORPHINE (MOR) = MORPHINE

There is what you need to know. Both the OPIATES ASSAY and the MORPHINE ASSAY 

are the same test. They both target the same CALIBRATOR which is MORPHINE. The 

difference is generally CUT-OFF LEVELS.  



Section 4
Cut-off Levels



Cut-Off Levels

HOW THEY WORK

In the last lessons, we covered how ASSAYS work and how they are 
documented in the Package Inserts including the CUT-OFF level. 
Now let’s look at how they are supposed to work.

Let’s look at the COCAINE ASSAY.  If you notice, the COCAINE 
ASSAY is actually a Benzoylecgonine test with a 150 ng/mL CUT-
OFF.  Benzoylecgonine is the CALIBRATOR or TARGET DRUG for the 
COCAINE ASSAY.

In theory, a CUT-OFF LEVEL of 150 ng/mL means if a SPECIMEN 
contains 149 ng/mL or less of Benzoylecgonine the POCT should 
display a TEST LINE (i.e. NEGATIVE RESULT). If the SPECIMEN contains 
150 ng/mL of Benzoylecgonine or more then the POCT result should 
NOT DISPLAY a TEST LINE (i.e. NON-NEGATIVE result)...right?  That is 
how it works in theory.



HOW CUT-OFF LEVELS ACTUALLY WORK IN POCTS

If you recall, when the SPECIMEN mixture that includes Gold Conjugate passes through 

the TEST LINE area, the DRUG PARTICLES and the GOLD PARTICLES compete for a position 

on the TEST LINE. A CUT-OFF LEVEL is the minimum amount of DRUG PARTICLES in the 

SPECIMEN necessary to occupy every available position on the TEST LINE.

Using the COCAINE ASSAY above, it would take 150 ng/mL or more COCAINE PARTICLES 

to occupy the TEST LINE completely and to prevent any GOLD PARTICLES from bonding 

if there are no other factors that impact the chemical reaction.

 



WHAT HAPPENS AT THE CUT-OFF LEVEL

If we stay with the COCAINE ASSAY example, and a DONOR SPECIMEN has exactly 150 

ng/mL of COCAINE PARTICLES, then the POCT reaction will be extremely fragile. If any 

COCAINE PARTICLES skip over the TEST LINE area or get trapped in the SPECIMEN PAD 

then 150 ng/mL of COCAINE PARTICLES will not pass through the TEST LINE area, a very 

light line might appear. The chances of ALL drug particles crossing the TEST LINE are very 

low.

WHAT HAPPENS NEAR THE CUT-OFF LEVELS

Again, staying with the COCAINE ASSAY example, if a DONOR SPECIMEN has a level 

of DRUG PARTICLES that is close to the CUT-OFF LEVEL of 150 ng/mL then the result of 

the POCT can be either NON-NEGATIVE or NEGATIVE. This concentration of TARGET 

DRUG in a DONOR SPECIMEN that may or may not bond to the TEST LINE is called FLUX. 

Depending on the manufacturer and the Technician’s ability to see light lines, FLUX can 

range from as low as 25% +/- (for a well manufactured, correctly used, and interpreted 

POCT),  as high as 150% +/- or even more over the stated CUT-OFF LEVELS (for a poorly 

produced POCT used by an unskilled technician). 

FLUX - is a term used to explain the range in factors that may cause the “REAL” cut-off 

level of a POCT to move up or down by a significant amount. FLUX can be impacted 

when a POCT is read early, the presence of imposter drugs, the temperature of the 

POCT and/or the testing environment, the quality of the POCT, and even the vision of the 

technician.



Section 5
Parent vs Metabolyte



PARENT DRUG is the name given to a chemical compound before it is consumed or 

“used” by an individual. 

For Example, if an individual uses cocaine, the PARENT DRUG is cocaine. When cocaine 

enters the body, it is changed and metabolized into something different called 

Benzoylecgonine.  Benzoylecgonine is one of the active METABOLITES of COCAINE. 

COCAINE (PARENT) = Benzoylecgonine (METABOLITE)

TARGET DRUG

When manufactured, POCTS are engineered to detect or target a specific compound. 

The TARGET DRUG or TARGET COMPOUND can be a PARENT DRUG or a METABOLITE.

WHY IT MATTERS

Let’s assume for a moment that you are running an addiction center for Suboxone, a 

common treatment for opiates. You are the doctor and are prescribing BUPRENORPHINE 

to these patients. You would want to know if your patients were using illegal drugs under 

your care and if they were taking the medications you prescribed. 

Parent Drugs & Drug Metabolytes



So you would probably give your patients a drug test for BUPRENORPHINE to make sure 

they were taking it.  You find out later from the police that one of your patients is not tak-

ing their medication but selling it on the street illegally. So, How did the patient pass the 

drug test and still sell the medication?

If you gave your PATIENTS a drug test for BUPRENORPHINE, the PARENT DRUG, that would 

not tell you if your patent used the drugs you prescribed. For that, you would need a ME-

TABOLITE ASSAY. The nor-buprenorphine is the metabolite. Screen for nor-buprenorphine 

will tell you if a patent has used a drug and not inserted it into the POCT process.

issues with a POCT or DONOR SPECIMEN. Let’s talk about BUPRENORPHINE (BUP). BU-

PRENORPHINE is the PARENT DRUG and when a DONOR has taken BUPRENORPHINE, it is 

detectable in URINE and ORAL FLUID.



Section 6
POCT Flux and Lab Testing



When performed correctly, your POCT (Urine) and lab confirmation result will almost 

always agree, provided you are not re-screening. It is important to understand that 

POCTs and Labs do not use the same technology. It is also important to remember that 

when you get a discrepant result, you should not assume the POCT result is incorrect just 

because the lab result was different.

On a POCT package insert, you will notice that most ASSAYS include a list of drugs and/or 

drug metabolites that are detectable along with the TARGET DRUG (CALIBRATOR). Look at 

the THC (Marijuana) ASSAY details below. I have market the Calibrator in RED.

The THC ASSAY, with a TARGET of 11-Nor-Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol, has a stated cut-

off level of 50 ng/mL.  That means a SPECIMEN that contains at least 50 ng/mL of the 

TARGET DRUG will completely disrupt the Collodial Gold bond and prevent TEST LINE 

development (i.e. a POSITIVE result).  

You will also notice that there are several other drug metabolites listed such as 11-Nor-Δ8-

Tetrahydrocannabinol. Even though 11-Nor-Δ8 is not the TARGET DRUG, if present in the 

POCTs and Labs Use Different Science



SPECIMEN, will impact TEST LINE development the exact same way as the TARGET DRUG.

If a DONOR SAMPLE is produced that has a concentration of 40 ng/mL of 11-Nor-Δ9, 

the laboratory will report this DONOR SAMPLE as NEGATIVE because 40 ng/ml a 

concentration is below the 50 ng/mL CUT-OFF LEVEL.  In this same scenario, a POCT with 

a 50 ng/mL would also generate a NEGATIVE result. 

But what happens if the DONOR SPECIMEN also includes 40 ng/mL of 11-Nor-Δ8? Unless 

the laboratory was set to detect multiple metabolites, the laboratory result would remain 

NEGATIVE. However, the POCT result would change to be Positive (non-negative). That is 

because:

40 ng/mL of 11-Nor-Δ9 would disrupt about 80% of the TEST LINE and,

40 ng/mL of 11-Nor-Δ8 would be combined and disrupt another 80% (160 % of CUT-OFF) 

of the TEST LINE.

That means that the 11-Nor-Δ9 and 11-Nor-Δ8 would occupy all of the available positions 

on the THC TEST LINE ASSAY and there would be no space for the Collodial Gold 

Bonding. So in this second scenario, who was right, the lab or the POCT?

In the second scenario, both the POCT and Laboratory worked as expected. But in the 

real world, it might look like the POCT did not work properly. The truth is, that when it 

comes to near CUT-OFF LEVEL THC SPECIMENS, the POCT is more often correct. It is 

our experience that labs miss SPECIMENS above 15ng/mL but below 50 ng/mL 4 out 

of 5 times when pre-screened by a POCT first. That does not mean POCTS are better, 

because they are not. It means that CUT-OFFS are not the same.



WHY A 50 NG/ML POCT IS DIFFERENT FROM A 50 NG/ML LAB TEST

The national standard for THC is to screen at 50 ng/mL and to confirm at 15 ng/mL. Why 

would the national standard use two different levels to confirm a THC test?

A DONOR SPECIMEN must produce the same result using two different chemical 

methodologies for it to be considered a true POSITIVE.  The technology used in POCTS 

is a different chemical methodology than a lab confirmation test. The POCT detects a 

variety of metabolites and therefore the CUT-OFF LEVEL needs to be higher to have a 

similar result to the laboratory test.

When a POCT detects enough different THC Metabolites to completely occupy the TEST 

LINE, the amount of the TARGET DRUG or 11-Nor-Δ9 will be approximately 15 ng/mL. (+/-) 

This means that 30% of the total METABOLITES for THC will be 11-Nor-Δ9. 

A SPECIMEN that Screens POSITIVE on a POCT requires 50 ng/ML in total METABOLITES. 

A SPECIMEN that Tests POSITIVE at a lab (GC/MS for example) requires 15 ng/mL in just 

one METABOLITE, the 11-Nor-Δ9.  It is for this reason that SPECIMENS screened by POCT 

should not be rescreened at the lab but should go straight to confirmation testing.



Section 8 
Factors That Disrupt POCT Results



IMPOSTER DRUGS/MOLECULES - is any substance that disrupts the bond between a 

TARGET DRUG and the related TEST LINE.

The above diagram displays two different drugs. The one on the left is 

Methamphetamine and the one on the right is Sudafed. Can you tell the difference?  

Unfortunately, most POCTS have a hard time with Sudafed. Although a normal dose of 

Sudafed should not completely disrupt the TEST LINE by itself, however when combined 

with reading the POCT early, the chances of a FALSE POSITIVE is increased. 

SOLUTION: WAIT longer than 5-minutes for the MET LINE to develop. Our Labb PRO 

Reader actually is good at identifying Sudafed. Whenever a POCT produces a MET 

POSITIVE, check the AMP TEST LINE. If Sudafed is involved, the AMP TEST LINE will be 

unaffected. If you encounter this scenario,  look carefully for a light line. Sudafed is likely 

to generate a light MET line.

Drug Imposters



Disruption Factors

It is best to store all POCTs at room or moderate temperatures. (between 62-78˚ is ideal). 

Try to avoid storing POCTs at extreme temperatures, even for a short period of time. 

Rapidly changing temperatures can also overwhelm the descant material if the POCT 

packaging has any small puncture or air holes.

EXTREME COLD and EXTREME HOT storage temperatures will make the POCT results less 

reliable and may even cause POCT strip failures. If your supply of POCTs has been stored 

in questionable temperatures, test the POCTs using liquid positive and negative controls 

or samples with known outcomes (both positive and negative) before using them 

consequentially.

POCT Use Temperatures

Storing POCTs at extreme temperatures is not the only way a POCT can be impacted by 

temperature. Using a POCT that has been stored in cold temperatures below 45 degrees 

without first bringing the POCT back to room temperature can significantly impact:

• the speed at which the POCT chemistry occurs

• cool the specimen below the proper temperature range causing a false temperature 

strip reading

• it may fog up the POCT housing, making light lines harder to recognize.



Physical Disruption

SHAKING OR INVERTING

 Shaking or inverting a POCT will not cause the POCT to run faster, and may cause 

erroneous results. Donors may shake a POCT to cause an INVALID result.  When a 

POCT delivers consistently light TEST LINES for most or all STRIPS, you may have a non-

compliant DONOR and should run another POCT using a POUR OFF. If you suspect 

DONOR TAMPERING, look at the SPECIMEN carefully. Shaken SPECIMEN will have a lot of 

bubbles and/or SPECIMEN will be in areas of the POCT HOUSING that are abnormal.

PRE-OPENED POCTS 

Although most POCTs will work after remaining opened from the protective packaging 

for an extended time, it is best to discard any POCT that has been opened for more than 

24 hours. Aside from chain of custody violations and failing to follow best practices, using 

a pre-opened POCT could cause erroneous results.

SUBSTITUTED SPECIMEN

  Synthetic urine is almost impossible to detect using a POCT and by many traditional 

laboratories. This is why it is very important to try to identify synthetic urine before 

sending the sample to the lab for confirmation. In the development of Labb Pro 

Reader, we noticed a common attribute that was appearing on the POCTS scans. We 

documented several specimens that were low volume, high temperature, and fully 



developed. Today, that sample attribute will trigger a SUSPECT - Overheated Alert on the 

Pro Reader system. Even if you do not use a Labb Pro Reader, you can do the same thing. 

When you encounter a specimen that is 98˚ or warmer, has a volume lower than 30 mL, 

and has fully developed test and control lines,  you may want to consider requesting a 

new sample from the donor.

Inserting Dips Too Far

POCT STRIPS ON DIP CARDS

If you recall, we pointed out that certain DIP POCTS have a design flaw. The design flaw 

has to do with the position of the Gold Conjugate Well. In certain DIP type POCTS (mostly 

Urine dip cards), the Gold Conjugate Well is unprotected and “FLOODING” can occur if 

the POCT is inserted too deep into a SPECIMEN.



IMPORTANT: Never allow the HOUSING of DIP POCTS (Dip cards) to touch the DONOR 

SPECIMEN. INVALID or ERRENOUS results are highly likely to occur.

CHEMICAL DISRUPTION

ADULTERANTS - There are very few adulterants that are effective against POCTs. When 

uneducated donors use the wrong adulterant products or methods, it is possible for 

adulterant to disrupt one or more test lines, causing multiple positive results and/or 

disruption to the control lines. If a specimen produces a failed result on more than one 

POCT, consider sending the specimen to the lab for confirmation testing or request a 

new specimen from the donor.

DILUTION/OVER HYDRATION - Over-hydration is not an effective method of test 

disruption for chronic drug users. It may be somewhat effective for donors who abstain 

from use for long periods of time. It can be detected using a specimen validity test (SVT)

IMPOSTOR COMPOUNDS - There are legitimate medications and nutritional supplements 

that will react to POCT assays. These compounds do not always cause a false positive, 

but more likely slow or lighten test line development for a specific assay. The best way to 

combat these situations is to allow the POCT time to fully develop. Even with 5 or more 

minutes of development time, some impostors but compounds can only be ruled out by 

a certified laboratory.


